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Abstract—Computational offloading is a strategy by which
mobile device (MD) users can access the superior processing
power of a Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) server network.
This paper investigates the impact of CPU workloads (on both the
user and server-side) on overall processing times and energy con-
sumption as well as We provide a comprehensive mathematical
model using two applications of varying complexity are tested
on a range of cases. Our findings show that the relationship
between the CPU workloads on the MD and MEC server and
the link speed between them are the crucial parameters that
determine the success of offloading in the MEC network. We
demonstrate that a certain threshold of link speed is required
for shorter completion times by offloading, and the MD CPU
workload determines it. Furthermore, MD energy usage can
be reduced considerably by offloading for varying complexity
applications provided a sufficiently link speed is available to the
MEC network.

Keywords—Computation Offloading, Multi-Access Edge Com-
puting, CPU Workloads, Energy Usage.

NOMENCLATURE

γUL Uplink speed between an MD and a MEC

Π Proportion of data size reduction after the data
processed

TDL Receiving time to send the processed data from a
MEC

T Total
c Total offloading time on MEC

α Processor speed of an MD

β Processor speed of a MEC server

γDL Downlink speed between a MEC and an MD

λc Complexity of an application on a MEC

λm Complexity of an application on an MD

CMD Total number of instructions to compute given
computational data

EDL Total uplink energy consumption

EIdle Total Idling energy of an MD

EMD Total energy consumption to process a job on an
MD

ETotal
m Total energy consumption of a MD

EUL Transmit energy consumption of an MD to send the
data to a MEC

LMD Given CPU workload on an MD

LMEC Given CPU workload on a MEC

P idle Idling power rating of an MD

PMD Power rating of an embedded processor on an MD

P rec Power rating of receiving computational data from
a MEC

P send Power rating of an MD to send the computational
data

TMD Total time to compute the data on an MD

TMEC Processing time of computational data on a MEC

TUL Transmission time to transfer the computational
data to a MEC

Xj Computational data on an MD

I. INTRODUCTION

Computational offloading seeks to leverage the superior
processing power offered by server-based networks. This

concept gained popularity with the advances made in the cloud
computing paradigm [1]. While the cloud computing paradigm



has demonstrated the potential of computational offloading, a
key limitation in this approach is the remote location of the
cloud-based services that results in latency and low bandwidth
issues [2]. State of the art in computational offloading is
focusing on bringing the computational capability closer to
a user, and this paradigm is commonly known as Multi-
Access Edge Computing (MEC). The primary motivation of
MEC is that it significantly cuts the computational times
of transmission and receiving of data from a MEC server
network [3], [4].

With the growing number of mobile device users, the
MEC facilities are expected to ration for requests that they
receive for offloading jobs. The decision to entertain a job for
offloading depends on several parameters, including mobile
devices’ operating conditions (i.e., state of charge, workload)
and the operating conditions of the MEC servers. Several
studies in recent years have claimed significant savings in
both task completion time and energy usage by the mobile
device (MD) offloading to both Mobile Cloud Computing and
Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) environments [5]–[9].
However, in such studies, little attention has been paid to
the importance of various parameters involved in decision-
making in computational offloading problems. Previous work
from the authors investigated the impact of mobile devices’
computational power (MDs) and MEC servers on job com-
pletion times [10]. The work did not take into account CPU
workloads and the link speed that connect MD to MEC servers.
Such parameters are of importance while making informed
decisions regarding computational offloading and are a subject
of this paper. This paper investigates key parameters that are
important to take into consideration for making offloading
decisions.

This paper presents a novel mathematical model which
incorporates CPU workloads (as percentages, i.e. where 100%
is where the maximum number of instructions can that be
executed per second at constant code efficiency). No previous
study has considered this parameter in both on-board and
server-side processors. The main contributions from this paper
are twofold:

• investigation of the impact of varying the CPU work-
loads of an MD and a MEC server on the computa-
tional processing time and energy consumption;

• definition of minimal link speeds required for success-
ful offloading with varying MD and MEC server CPU
workloads.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows:
Section II presents a mathematical model to calculate total
completion time and energy consumption for a given number
of jobs. Section III demonstrates the model on two different
arrangements of mobile devices and the MEC network. Sec-
tion IV provides discussion and insights that are learned from
our modeling work. The paper concludes in Section V where
some challenges and future research directions are discussed.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Let uj,c be the binary variable that models the offloading
of a job j on a MEC c , respectively. The binary variable is

defined as follows:

uj,c =

{
1 if job j is offloaded to c,

0 otherwise
(1)

The offloading decision-making strategy deals with deter-
mining, for a given computation task j, whether to compute it
locally on an MD or leverage the computing facilities offered
by a MEC server c. In other words, the computational offload-
ing decision is to determine the set: {uj,c : j ∈ J, c ∈ C}, that
models the decision on each job that need to be processed. In
the following subsections, mathematical relations are derived
that model the dynamics of the computational offloading.

A. Computational processing time on a mobile device

Considering a mobile device ‘MD’, let Xj denote the
computational data (in bits) to be processed. Let λm denote
the complexity of the application that processed the data (in
bits per instruction). The total numbers of instructions, CMD,
are calculated using the following Equation:

CMD =
Xj

λm
(2)

Let α be the on-board processor speed of MD (in instruc-
tions per second). The time to compute the job on MD is given
as follows:

TMD =

∑
j∈J Xj(uj,c)

(1− LMD

100 )× α
(3)

Equation (3) provides a relationship between the comple-
tion time, computational data, MD load and the processing
speed of the device. From this Equation, we note that the
completion time is directly proportional to the computational
data and mobile device loading. In contrast, completion time
is inversely proportional to the processing speed of the device.

B. Local Energy Consumption

Processing a computational task on an MD will require
a certain amount of energy. Let PMD be the power rating
of the embedded processor. That energy consumption can be
quantified as follows:

EMD = PMD × TMD (4)

where TMD is obtained from the solution of Equation (3).

1) Computational processing time on a MEC: Let Xc
j

denote the computational data (in bits) as the size of input
data that needs to be processed from an application that is
running on a MEC at λc (in bits per instruction). Let β be
the on-board processor speed of MEC c (in instructions per
second). The computational time to process a job on a MEC
server is given as follows:



TMEC =

∑
j∈J Xjuj,c

(1− LMEC

100 )βλc
(5)

Let γUL be the up-link speed (in bits/second). The follow-
ing Equation gives the time to send the job over the link.

TUL =

∑
j∈Ji

uj,cXj

γUL (6)

Let γDL be the downlink speed (in bits/second). The links
between the MD and MEC are symmetric, which means MD
can send and receive data to and from MEC at the same rate.
The receiving time of the processed data can be calculated as
follows:

TDL = Π

∑
j∈Ji

uj,cXj

γDL (7)

where Π (0 ≤ Π ≤ 1) is defined as the proportion of data
size reduction after a job is processed. Furthermore, without
the loss of generality we assume that the uplink and downlink
speed are equal i.e. γUL = γDL = Γ.

Equations (5), (6) and (7) can be represented as:

T Total
c =

∑
j∈J Xjuj,c

(1− LMEC

100 )βλc︸ ︷︷ ︸
MEC Processing Time

+

∑
j∈Ji

uj,cXj

γUL︸ ︷︷ ︸
Transmission Time

+

∑
j∈Ji

ΠXj

γDL︸ ︷︷ ︸
Receiving Time

(8)

C. Offload Energy Consumption

Here we are only concerned with the energy consumption
of the mobile device. Let P send and P rec denote the power
rating of the MD to send and receive the request for offloading
the job (in W) respectively. The total energy consumption for
this step is given as:

(
EUL, EDL) =

(
P send × TUL, P rec × TDL) (9)

Let P idle denote the power rating of the MD (in W) when
it is in the idle state and is waiting to receive the solution
of the computational task back from the MEC. The energy
consumption of the idle state is given as follows:

Eidle = P idle × TMEC (10)

Equations 9 and 10 can be represented as:

TABLE I: Parameters used in simulations to demonstrate the
mathematical model

Entity Parameter Value Unit

Jobs Size Xj 1-20 MB

MD α 3.60× 109 IPS

MEC β 1.40× 1011 IPS

Application 1 CMD 3.7× 109 Ins/MB

Application 2 CMD 3.7× 108 Ins/MB

Network Γ 20 Mbps

ETotal
m = P send × TUL︸ ︷︷ ︸

Transmit energy consumption

+ P idle × TMEC︸ ︷︷ ︸
Idling energy consumption

+ P rec × TDL︸ ︷︷ ︸
Receiving energy consumption

(11)

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the use of the mathemat-
ical on two applications. The parameters for this simulation
are provided in Table I. The processor speeds were taken
from [11].

The values used for Application 1 are taken from [11].
Application 2 had a 10-fold reduction in the numbers of
instructions generated, following the ratio proposed in [12]
for MCC to distinguish between the high- and low-complexity
applications considered for offloading.

The authors of [13] quote three values for power ratings
(energy usage) by a mobile device: PMD is the energy con-
sumption of a mobile device while computing (0.9 W), P idle is
the energy consumption of the device while idling (0.3 W) and
P send and P rec are the energy consumption of the device while
transmitting and receiving information (1.3 W). These values
have been used for calculating the energy used by an MD
computing locally or offloading to a MEC server. Furthermore,
the value of Π = 0.4 is assumed in Equation (7), which means
that the data returned from a MEC server is 60% less (only
40% of what was transmitted).

To model variable MD power ratings with increasing
CPU workload, data from [14] were used to derive a linear
relationship from data plotted for a Xeon processor: relative
power rating = 0.0096 × MD CPU workload + 0.8967. This
relationship was used to adjust all MD power ratings PMD,
P idle and P send and P rec were assumed to be approximately
equal [15].

A. The impact of increasing job data size on the completion
time

Job size and completion time have a linear relation as
shown in equations (3) and (5). Fig. 1 shows the effect of
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Fig. 1: Effect of computational data size on task completion
time with the higher complexity application 1 at a 20 Mbps
communication link speed to/from a MEC server.

increasing job (from 1 MB to 20 MB) size on the total
completion when computing locally or offloading files for
Application 1. Three cases are plotted: 1% MD CPU loading,
60% MEC CPU loading and 80% MEC CPU loading. Each
case showed a linear increase in the total completion time.
Even with the very low (1%) MD loading, the local job
completion time was longer than offloading the task to the
MEC server at any job size and at either server CPU workload.

B. The impact of MEC workload on the completion time

Fig. 2 presents the results with the two applications when
the MEC CPU workload was increased from 1% to 99%.
Fig. 2(a) shows that the total task completion time with
the higher complexity Application 1 increased greatly as the
MEC server CPU workload approached 100%. Nevertheless,
offloading could result in a shorter task completion time even at
a >90% MEC CPU workload if the CPU workload on the MD
processor was >50%. Fig. 2(b) shows that, whatever the MEC
server CPU workload, local computation was faster with the
lower complexity Application 2 until the MD CPU workload
became high.

C. The impact of MD workload on the completion time

Fig. 3 presents the results with the two applications with
the MD CPU varying up to 99%. Fig. 3(a) shows that local
computation was faster at low MD CPU workloads (<20%)
but at higher MD CPU workloads offloading was beneficial for
reducing task completion time at a MEC server CPU workload
of 96%; even at 99% server CPU workload, offloading was
beneficial if the MD CPU workload exceeded 70%. Fig. 3(b)
shows that local computation was faster with the lower com-
plexity Application 2 than offloading to a very high CPU
workload server until the MD CPU workload approached 90%

D. The impact of link speed on offloading decision

The higher the MD processor CPU workload, the lower was
the minimum communication link speed required for shorter
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(a) Application 1: Offloaded and local computational times at MD CPU
workloads of 2, 20 and 50%.
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(b) Application 2: Offloaded and local computational times at MD CPU
workloads of 50, 80 and 90%.

Fig. 2: Effect of varying MEC server CPU workload on task
completion time for 1 MB data file offloaded at 20 Mbps
connection link speed or processed locally at selected MD CPU
workloads.

total task completion time by offloading; this is shown in
Fig. 4(a). With the much smaller local computation demands
required for Application 2, minimum communication link
speeds required for shorter total task completion time by
offloading were much higher than for Application 1; this is
shown in Fig. 4(b). At high MD CPU workloads, link speeds
were compatible with 4G wireless networks but 5G range
speeds were required if local computation was performed at
low MD CPU workloads.

E. Energy Usage by an MD

Fig. 5(a) shows that energy usage for local processing by
the MD increased as the MD CPU workload increased with
the higher complexity Application 1. In contrast, MD energy
usage while offloading increased only very little when very
high MD CPU workloads were reached. The energy saving
for the MD occurred at all MD CPU workloads but increased
greatly as MD CPU workloads increased and reached nearly
90% of local energy use when the CPU workload reached 90%.
With the lower complexity Application 2, however, no energy
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Fig. 3: Effect of varying of MD server CPU workload on task
completion time for a 1 MB data file offloaded at 20 Mbps
connection link speed or processed locally at selected MEC
server CPU workloads.

savings were possible for the MD by offloading until the MD
CPU workload approached 90%, as shown in Fig. 5(b). This
was because the low complexity of the application resulted
in very short completion times when computed locally and
communication times with the MEC network caused total
task completion times by offloading to be longer than local
processing.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our work has shown that the computation offloading de-
cisions are critically dependent on the following four inde-
pendent variables: onboard processor CPU workload, server-
side CPU workload, communication link speed, and task
complexity. Modern MDs are equipped with high processing
power, and therefore, it is not always beneficial to offload tasks
to a MEC network. We demonstrate that the offloading is only
beneficial after a certain threshold of link speed is achieved.
Such a threshold depends on the mobile device processor and
the computing capabilities offered on the MEC side.

With a ten-fold lower computational task complexity, data
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(a) Application 1: Minimum link speed required for shorter completion
time by offloading at different MD CPU workloads.
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(b) Application 2: Minimum link speed required for shorter completion
time by offloading at different MD CPU workloads.

Fig. 4: Effect of varying MEC server CPU workload on the
minimum link speed required for shorter task completion time
with a 1 MB data at selected MD CPU workloads.

transmission time is the dominant factor in rejecting offloading
but higher link speeds eliminate any advantage of a high-
power MD processor. Energy usage by the MD is not reduced
by offloading until the MD CPU workload is very high. For
a MEC network, therefore, ease of use and the Quality of
Experience for mobile users and subscribers can only be
established if the network functions smoothly and efficiently.
For this, high link speeds for data transmission and reception,
the highest possible ratio of server-side to onboard processor
speeds and the avoidance of overuse of the server, CPU is
essential. A congested MEC the network will disappoint users
of MDs with high onboard processor speeds searching for
faster task completion times, although energy use reduction
will be paramount for some users with a low battery charge.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

We have demonstrated that any decision-making process
for offloading must be able to compute advantages of task
completion time and energy savings in a dynamic environment
where widely fluctuating user numbers are expected to make
use of such facilities, for example, city centers. Similarly, the
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Fig. 5: Effect of varying CPU workloads on energy consump-
tion by a MD for a 1 MB data processed locally or offloaded
at 20 Mbps.

Edge Computing facilities’ provider must build in sufficient
flexibility to cope with peak demand without overloading the
network or linking servers to back-up servers in more massive
and responsive network architectures. Our results demonstrate
that link speed is a critical parameter that determines the of-
floading decisions. This is an important observation, especially
in the introduction of the 5G network, which can significantly
increase the connection speed between mobile users and the
MEC servers.

Our future work will focus, firstly, on analysing offloading
decisions for multiple jobs from a single MD or (in a MEC
network) offloading from multiple MDs, and secondly on de-
veloping multi-objective optimization to minimize MD energy
consumption, total task completion times and the cost to the
MD user of using an offloading service to replace or augment
local computation.
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